Volkswagen passat headlight

Volkswagen Passat owners have reported problems related to headlights under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Volkswagen Passat based on all problems reported for the
Passat. The contacts between the bulb holder and the headlight assembly do not say
connected, therefore, the light does not work. See all problems of the Volkswagen Passat. Tires:
front driver-side tire blown, "donut" spare on the car currently, with a 50 mph speed limit. Front
passenger-side tire has a bubble in the sidewall. There are 2 open recalls - one for the air bag,
and one for the headlights, that need to be resolved. I've been trying to get the recalls
addressed since November of Every time I make contact with someone at Volkswagen, I'm told I
will get a call back but I never do. In November of , I was told there was a backlog of recall work,
and was given no time frame with regard to when I would be able to bring my car in for service. I
use my car regularly, and am not comfortable driving it in its current condition until then.
Yesterday morning my car notified me to check my left low beam. After looking at it I noticed
that I was out. I went over to a parts store and bought the bulb. I replaced it, and worked after
wiggling it around. This morning I turn on my car to the same notification on my car. I walk out
and notice that the bulb is out again. I open the hood of my car and notice a little smoke coming
from the low beam area. When I had pulled out the low beam base with the bulb still attached
some smoke was coming out of the contacts. After some research I have seen many people
have had this exact issue and turns out that the module melts the contacts of the socket,
resulting in losing connection. I'm lucky that I managed to pull the base out in time. If I had not
opened my hood a fire could potentially have started. This is a serious issue as this impedes
the driver's visibility to drive which can result in an accident whether it's with themselves or
another driver on the road. Or far worse a cyclist at night. Not to mention you can receive a
ticket for having a headlight out. Low beam headlights goes out from vibration of road. The
headlight buld doesn't fit tightly into the bulb holder. The electrical housing for headlight
meltdown creating possibly risk of fires. My concern is the vehicle factor setup can produce
combustion and make the vehicle catch fire. Passenger headlight socket and ring have
deformity causing intermittent connection loss. I thought these deformed parts were cause for
recall on Passats but dealer said some vw Passats were recalled but part was upgraded for
some Passats so some Passats are not included in recall. Yet the vw dealer tech noted the
deformed socket and ring need to be replaced with upgraded part so my Passat has a deformed
socket and ring that need to be replaced with upgraded part. My vw Passat should be included
in a recall. Tl-the contact owns a Volkswagen Passat. The contact stated that while driving, she
was pullover by a trooper and was informed that the driver side headlight was not illuminated.
The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic and was diagnosed that the headlights bolt
melting the sockets and needed to be replaced. The contact received a recall notification and
called west broad Volkswagen dealer, w broad st, richmond, va , and was informed the VIN was
not part of NHTSA campaign number: 19v exterior lighting. The vehicle was not taken to a
dealer and was not repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was approximately 85, Tl- the contact owns a Volkswagen Passat. The contact stated
that the healights low beam failed. The vehicle was taken to gosset Volkswagen dealer
covington pike memphis, TN phone for inspection, and the dealer advised that the headlights
had a socket failure and the headlights case needed to replace. The manufacturer advised the
contact that the vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign number: 14v exterior lighting. The
vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , The headlights go very dim 2
seconds after they are turned on. It's very dangerous because you cant see anything more than
3 inches in front of you. Frontal airbag inflator not replace before or after purchase of vehicle.
Horizontal adjustment for headlights not addressed before or after purchase of vehicle. They
informed me that in addition to the routine servicing they would be addressing a recall issue
regarding the "low beam headlights". The invoice I received shows the work performed. Flash
forward 4 years almost to the date, I wake in the morning to leave for work to see that neither of
my low beam headlights are working. I called the dealership to get the issue resolved ASAP.
This seems to be an issue that would be very closely related to the issue the recall was issued
for. Yet because they have performed the initial solution meet the recall resolution
specifications, Volkswagen is not required to do anything further. How is this possible? It most
certainly is nothing that I did that caused the issue. The problem wouldn't exist at all if the
design by the manufacturer wasn't flawed. I have an issue with the right low beam headlight.
Put a new bulb in and it still don't work. Im here at the vw repair and showed them that their was
a recall on the this issue. They said that my car wasn't one of the ones that was recalled. It's not
fair that I should pay for this part to be fixed. When it was recalled. Tl the contact owns a
Volkswagen Passat. While driving approximately 60 mph, the headlights did not illuminate
bright enough. As a result, the contact drove over debris from a chair on the road. The failure

recurred when the contact drove over tire debris that was abandoned on the road. The vehicle
was damaged and was taken to d-patrick Volkswagen , located at n green river rd, evansville, in
for repairs. The same dealer was called and an appointment was schedule to repair the damage
from the second failure as well as the recall repair. The manufacturer was not made aware of the
failures. The failure mileage was approximately 11, The contact stated that while driving at
various speeds at night, the driver side headlight failed to illuminated. The vehicle was taken to
an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the light wires were defected and needed
to be replaced. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The headlight low beam on the passenger side is not stable - when I am driving, it will go
off and then sometimes on again when I hit a bump in the road or just from vehicle vibration. I
found out that there is a recall for both and Passats but my specific VIN number is not listed on
the recall notice. I called Volkswagen customer care case number and was told they can not add
it to the recall list even though it is the same problem. My vw dealer has seen my car and
confirmed it is an electrical connection issue and the same issue as the recall. Can you help me
get my VIN added to the recall list?. My driver side headlight would randomly stop working.
Sometimes when I was driving and other times when it was parked over night. For awhile I could
move the light under the hood and it would work again but then I would hit a bump and it would
stop. Eventually the light connection wouldn't work at all anymore and the vw dealership told
me I needed to replace the entire light so I did. Now the passenger side light is doing the exact
same thing. I have the bill for my headlight replacement and a diagnosis of the car if needed. My
left, front, low beam headlight has gone out. The bulb is not burned out tested on right side and
the high beam headlight still works. The car was stationary and idling when the light went out
initially. I was told nothing about the active recall. Within a short time the light began working
again but only for a few weeks. It has gone out again and has been out for several months. I
understand my VIN is not included, but as stated, my issue is identical to the recall and it
should be included. I am asking what I can do to have my VIN added to the recall. Thank you!.
While changing the passenger-side low-beam bulb, I found wiring to all three bulb holders
missing insulation, having exposed wires. Even the intact insulation is very brittle where the
minimal movement of the wires, necessary to replace any of the bulbs, causes more insulation
to break away from the bulb wiring. There is no wire wrap, electrical tape, nor heat shielding on
any of the wires within the headlight assembly, like what I see elsewhere within the wiring loom
under the hood. Whether the damage to the wires is initially from heat build-up within the
housing or abrasion against any of several stamped metal pieces internal to the housing, the
result is unsafe. If each light were individually fused, then the wire gauge used would be
sufficient for a watt halogen bulb. However, the wire gauge is not enough to survive any
shorting of these wires, either directly against each other or through any metal within the
housing, because it would have to pass enough current to blow the common fuse. Losing a
light seems pale in comparison to the risk of an electrical fire under the hood. A quick google or
youtube search reveals this persistent issue over many models and years of vw, Audi, and other
manufacturers using similar hella or valeo lighting components. I have now experienced this on
both headlights on my 08 touareg, which I completely rewired, and now on both sides of my 08
Passat. Volkswagen does not have any superceded part for the headlight assemblies, which
means they have not fixed it. Any others not so mechanically inclined are trapped with a poor
design that hella, valeo, and vw have not resolved. Plastic headlight covers are known to
deteriorate due to sunlight. Then it stayed on, left low beam was no longer working. Light was
replaced but did not work. Bulb did work in right side. When inspected module that bulb was
inserted into, noticed a melted area. Checked internet and discovered a recall for left low beam
headlight for Passats due to this same issue. Called local dealership, explained issue, said they
would check and never got back to me. Called vw explained the issue, was told that they have to
legal obligation to fix it as my car is not involved in recall despite the same issue. Told me that
nhsta would not let them fix it. The recall fix involves replacing a small section of wiring and the
module that bulb is inserted into. Dashboard displayed error to check right low beam.
Purchased replacement bulb. Installed bulb and problem persisted. Did online searches and
found a recall for a ", '13 Volkswagen Passat sedans because a low-beam headlight bulb could
lose electrical contact, leading to reduced visibility". I found the part number for the
replacement socket, and bought it at local dealer. The part appears to have been redesigned.
Installed with the original bulb and it worked fine. The old socket has one terminal that has
melted plastic around it. I called vw customer service and they claimed my car was not covered
under a recall for this condition and they refused reimbursement for the part. Passenger
headlight low beam terminal melted and fogged interior surfaces of reflector and lens.
Passenger side headlight turned off, after replacing bulb, it still comes off and on. After taking it
to the vw dealership they said I'll need a new headlight and control unit module. This exact part

was recalled for the same issue for my make and model but they are stating my VIN is not
eligible. They need to expand their research as I've noted over 97 other owners having the same
issue but are not under this recall. The contact owns a Volkswagen Passat. While driving
various speeds at night, the front driver side low beam headlight flickered off and on. The
contact stated that the low beam headlight also failed to illuminate. The vehicle was taken to the
local dealer merced Volkswagen, located at w main st, merced, CA where it was diagnosed that
the entire headlight housing failed and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer stated that the
VIN was not included in the recall and did not offer further assistance. The approximate failure
mileage was 70, The contact stated that the low beam headlights failed to illuminate. The vehicle
was taken to the dealer, but was not diagnosed or repaired. The technician stated that it was the
exact failure they had been repairing for the recall. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was 72, The VIN was not available. I experienced the
same issue that the model Passats experienced in that the low beam died multiple times. I had
to replace the headlight housing on the passenger three times after the original owner replaced
it once. I took it to a Volkswagen dealership and they finally figured out the root of the problem.
The applied the same fix that was part of a model recall and got the headlight working properly.
While the vehicle was stationary, the passenger side low beam headlight malfunctioned. The
contact stated that the headlight would not illuminate when prompted. It was diagnosed that the
harness connector needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue. The
failure mileage was , The issue appeared the day after recieving service at the dealership hood
was opened and closed. The dealer states the recall does not apply to my vehicle, but the
headlights installed in my vehicle are of the type indicated in the TSB as being defective. As of
now, I have been unable to locate a replacement part and have only one functioning headlight.
I'm assuming because no one will sell it since it's known to be defective. Please see the
attached photo of the headlight installed in my vehicle generation "20s". Also attached is the
TSB that shows any unit less than generation "24s" needs replaced see page 13 as numbered in
the footer. While driving 50 mph, the warning light illuminated on the instrument panel,
indicating that the headlamp was out. The contact replaced the headlight and the warning light
illuminated intermittently. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer was
notified. The approximate failure mileage was 60, Headlamp assembly connectors on driver side
are causing the low beam headlight to disconnect and not turn on bulb. Have replaced
numerous headlamps, none were burnt out. After having the vehicle looked at several times, it
was determined the headlight assembly may become loose and lose electrical contact. Vw
stated my car was tested although they couldn't say when, I have never had it inspected and the
issue was not present in my vehicle, although it is now. The problem expressed on the recall is
exactly what is happening with the car causing a safety concern because the headlight does not
come on. Request the investigation is broadened to include more vehicles that may be
presenting the problem after initial inspection. The problem occurs intermittently whether it is in
motion or parked in a garage overnight. It was around the end of April this year when I was
driving to my work when all of a sudden one of my light bulbs shorted out or burned out while I
was driving, I drive in the early hours so it's dark and it caught me off guard. So I went to my
local Volkswagen dealership to get my parts and I asked at the parts department if there was a
recall for this issue and he told me no but it kept happening so I looked up recalls of this issue
and their was a recall for the headlights but they were for Passats so from my experience it
keeps happening in my model as well. First it was around every two weeks that the bulb would
burn out at random but in the past two weeks I had to replace the bulb way more often almost
every two days. This is my only car and I really can't afford to keep replace a bulb this often. My
major concern isn't with the expense of purchasing headlights every days but my safety and my
children's safety because of me not being able to drive with full vision, it's my only car so I have
to drive it. Headlight pigtails have melted ,fuel pump has gone ,and the plastic reservoir peice
from my coolant pump has melted off driver side wiper arm bar has malfunctioned. I have had
on and off trouble with my left low beam headlight for the last year. I had the bulbs replaced and
still have the problem. The low beam consistently goes on and off especially in the colder
months. I took it to the vw place to have them check it and they told me I just need a new light. I
had just had them both replaced so I don't think this is the problem. I believe the recall should
be opened up to more vehicles. Car Problems. Headlights problem of the Volkswagen Passat 1.
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Headlight Concealment Device problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Fog Light Switch
problems. Headlight Switch problems. If you're not poking around behind your headlights, you'll
probably never even notice the adjuster's missing cap. If an even seemingly insignificant
FMVSS violation makes it to market, it's all but guaranteed that a recall will follow. That's the
reason behind VW's latest recall, which is a big one. There are a lot of cars in this recall,
carrying a wide variety of build dates and non-sequential VIN ranges, so it's best to give your
dealership a ring if you think your vehicle might be part of this. The problem stems from a
single cap. When it's still being assembled, factory workers align the headlights' horizontal aim,
and then that aim adjuster is sealed off with a cap. However, the vehicles included in this recall
never had that cap installed, allowing Average Joes and Janes to adjust the headlights
horizontally. This puts the vehicle in violation of FMVSS , which states that headlights are not
allowed to be adjusted horizontally after assembly. Since it's out of spec according to federal
regulations, VW initiated a recall to remedy the issue. VW discovered the problem in early ,
when the automaker discovered missing instructions about installing the horizontal-aim
adjustment cap. VW remedied this by correcting the work instructions, and then it went about
figuring out how many vehicles had these missing caps. If a person changes their headlights'
horizontal aim, it may not provide adequate coverage as expected, which could present a safety
hazard. Volkswagen is still researching a permanent remedy, but the idea behind it is simple:
Dealership technicians will block the horizontal aim adjuster, preventing owners from making
changes after the vehicle has been sold. Dealers have already been notified of the recall and
affected owners should start to receive notifications in the mail later in July. Be respectful, keep
it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you
to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Volkswagen recalls ,
Atlas, Passat vehicles for illegally adjustable headlights The law doesn't let you adjust
headlights horizontally for safety reasons. Andrew Krok. July 2, a. Enlarge Image. The
Volkswagen Atlas is spacious and affordable See all photos. Now playing: Watch this: 5 things
you need to know about the Volkswagen Atlas. Discuss: Volkswagen recalls , Atlas, Passat
vehicles for illegally adjustable headlights. Select a Year:. Headlight Assembly. Brake hose.
Front Right. Headlamp assy. Related Products. Alloy Wheel Center Cap. Replacement Center
Caps. Passat Remote Start Kit. Starting MSRP excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer
charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return
policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Lou Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop
Now. Distance: Frank Boucher Volkswagen of Janesville. Fox Valley Volkswagen St. Enter your
zip code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Front, Rear, Upper, Lower. Hood Release
Cable. Upper, Lower. Front, Lower. Email this product. Email Address. About About VW. Legal
Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all
prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that
the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time,
customers should verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for
any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be
some variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or
incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Wiring Harness for Headlight. Headlight
Wiring. Select a Year:. Headlight Wiring Harness. Part Number : 3B Supersession s : 3B Wire
harness. Related Products. Restore the look of your. Replacement Center Caps. Kayak Holder
Attachment - Black. Bike Holder Attachment - Black. Starting MSRP excludes taxes, installation,
shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for limited warranty,
inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Lou
Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Frank Boucher Volkswagen of Janesville. Fox
Valley Volkswagen St. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Headlight
Switch. Front, Rear, Upper, Lower. Headlight Bulb Cap Rear. Front, Rear. Email this product.
Email Address. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data
Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models. The lights equipped in every vehicle are indeed very indispensable. As a matter of fact,
auto lights are considered as the driver's extra eyes because they provide illumination for every

driver to drive by and keep their vehicle visible, particularly at night and during low visibility
conditions. In view of that, car manufacturers have outfitted each and every vehicle a complete
set of auto lights. This is composed of the following: the headlights, tail lights, turn signal
lights, parking lights, and brake lights. Each of them plays a significant role in ensuring safety
and optimum protection of the driver and the vehicle as well while on the road. But among
those, it is the headlight that performs the most crucial job. The Volkswagen headlights allow
other drivers and pedestrians alike to see or easily spot your vehicle as it moves down the road.
Though the sun provides natural lights during the day, it is still advisable to use your
Volkswagen headlights for added safety. Because of this crucial role, the use of headlights has
been required by the law. For sure your Volkswagen is equipped with Volkswagen headlights
which come in a variety of styles. Xenon headlights, HID headlights, halogen headlights and
projector headlights are just a few of the wide assortment of Volkswagen headlights. But most
Volkswagen owners opt to employ their vehicles with Volkswagen projector headlight. Because
Volkswagen projector headlights produced a stronger beam compared to most parabolic
headlights. A Volkswagen projector headlight's design works like a slide projector allowing you
to see what you need to see more vividly, through their brighter headlight beams and the
wavelength of colors they produce. But aside from the improved night visibility they offer,
Volkswagen projector headlights also provides an added appeal to the car's faade as they are
offered in chrome, blue, black, red and other colors and are crafted to look so sleek. So when
you want to have a worry-free ride and alter the look of your vehicle's faade as well, installing
projector headlights is the best thing to do. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Volkswagen Headlight. Refine by:. Headlight part.
Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Volkswagen Headlight.
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: SET Part Number: V Vehicle Fitment
Volkswagen Jetta 2. Page 1 of 11 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Volkswagen Headlight Models.
Volkswagen Beetle Headlight. Volkswagen Cabrio Headlight. Volkswagen Cabriolet Headlight.
Volkswagen Dasher Headlight. Volkswagen e-Golf Headlight. Volkswagen Fastback Headlight.
Volkswagen Golf Headlight. Volkswagen Golf Alltrack Headlight. Volkswagen Golf R Headlight.
Volkswagen Golf Sportwagen Headlight. Volkswagen GTI Headlight. Volkswagen Jetta
Headlight. Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Headlight. Volkswagen Passat Headlight. Volkswagen
Passat CC Headlight. Volkswagen Quantum Headlight. Volkswagen Rabbit Headlight.
Volkswagen Rabbit Pickup Headlight. Volkswagen Scirocco Headlight. Volkswagen Squareback
Headlight. Volkswagen Super Beetle Headlight. Volkswagen Tiguan Headlight. Volkswagen
Tiguan Limited Headlight. Volkswagen Touareg Headlight. Volkswagen Transporter Headlight.
Volkswagen Vanagon Headlight. Volkswagen Headlight Customer Reviews. Feb 02, Passat
Headlight Assembly. The fit and finish made the car look new again. Walter Chawlk. Purchased
on Jan 22, Dec 04, The new headlights are working great. There were no problems with the
adjusters and went in easily. I had to make an adjustment on the of the pod but that had nothing
to do with the lights themselves. I may go to a brighter bulb. But very pleased with the service
and the companies response. Philip Philip. Purchased on Nov 25, Oct 30, Good price and
helpful staff. Good process Lights were on time Light were in good condition Thanks. Herbert
James. Purchased on Oct 14, Volkswagen Headlight Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources.
Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create unsafe
conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other drivers as
well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Replacing
headlight bulbs should be done as often as is needed. Since the lifespan of headlights really
depends on the frequency or intensity of use, there really is no magical amount of time when
everyone would have to replace them. Knowing when the headlights would need replacement is
as easy as noticing if your lights are obviously dimmer than usual; if the dimming is not caused
by fogged up lenses, it's time to replace the bulbs. For Volkswagen Passat models made after ,
replacing the headlight bulbs--at least those that are not HID High-Intensity Discharge lights--is
easy enough to be done even without help from a professional. The adjusting process isn't at all
difficult; in fact, it just involves a little bit of fiddling with two screws located under the hood of
the Volkswagen Passat. Turning the inside screw makes the aim higher or lower while the other
one is for sideways adjustment. It is important to note that headlights that sit way too high can
cause serious problems for oncoming vehicles. So unless the headlights are aimed too low that
it results in seriously impaired vision, it's best to just leave them be. One of the most performed
mod for headlights is an upgrade to brighter lights such as high-wattage bulbs or HID xenon
lights. Another popular one is the installation of Volkswagen Passat headlight covers. Apart

from improving the look of the headlights, these headlight covers also add protection to the
lenses. However, since auto lights are very important safety features and are closely regulated,
it is advisable to check the local laws before performing any sort of modification. We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Volkswagen
Passat Headlight. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light
Source. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Volkswagen Passat Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 29
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: SET Part Number: V Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 29 results.
Volkswagen Passat Headlight Customer Reviews. Feb 04, Fit perfect. Just what I was looking for
at a great price. Fast shipping, good fit and all in all very happy with the product. Thank you.
Chris Behm. Purchased on Jan 28, Feb 02, Passat Headlight Assembly. The fit and finish made
the car look new again. Walter Chawlk. Purchased on Jan 22, Dec 17, Light was and exact fit and
a perfect match. I didnt even have to adjust it! Greg Alcorta. Purchased on Dec 07, Show More.
Volkswagen Passat Headlight Guides. Is it possible to adjust the aim of each Volkswagen
Passat headlight such that it sits a bit higher to improve visibility? What are some good
headlight mods that can be applied to the Volkswagen Passat headlight? Daytime driving with
the Volkswagen Passat is no hard task. With a good set of eyes and a well coordinated body
plus a skill that is honed through a long years of experience and with 2. The comfort of the
interior and the well cushioned seats give every driver as well as the passenger the luxury of a
BMW and a price with that of a Honda add to the reason why the Passat is nice to drive. But
when nighttime falls, all the comfort, the power and the fuel efficiency would be useless without
a proper headlight. The headlight is composed of many parts including the headlight assembly
which would house the entire parts of the headlight. The headlight lens is the front class or
plastic or just a headlight cover which would sometimes be tinted plastic to project better effect
on the vehicle. The headlight bulb is another part of the headlight which could come in pairs or
individually. Passat headlights, like any other vehicle headlights are located at the front of the
car in pair with one and only one mission: to provide that extra road visibility whenever the
driver
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needs it. Headlight construction depends on the vehicle production year. Older cars use
sealed beam which is one of the dimmest headlights. Halogen Volkswagen headlights are used
on newer models which is better than the sealed beams. Halogen lights could also offer color
styles from white, blue, yellow and purple depending on the bulb. Some headlights have delay
feature that keeps the lights on for about 30 seconds after the ignition has been turned off. It
serves best to drivers who need light on dark road or alleys. Frequently Asked Questions. How
often should each Volkswagen Passat headlight bulb be replaced? Helpful Automotive
Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create
unsafe conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other
drivers as well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms
of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

